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Introduction Cold molecules
Cold Molecules: Why?
1 Chemistry
spectroscopy with unprecedented accuracy
controlled chemistry (“superchemistry”)
2 Fundamental tests (e.g., P, T violation)
3 Precision measurements: α, mp/me
4 Dipolar systems
long range & anisotropic interactions
exotic phases
permanent electric dipole moment, easily controllable by ~E
5 Q Info/Q Computation: use internal d.o.f. for qubit
6 Q Simulation Jordi Mur, CSIC Molecules in optical lattices 4
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Introduction Cold molecules
Cold Molecules: Is it so difficult?
We need to cool 3 degrees of freedom:
translation ~p vibration v rotation J
The “dense” ro-vibrational structure
of molecular levels makes it difficult
to find an isolated transition that
works as a two-level system
⇒ laser cooling does not work
starting from hot molecules
Many, many ideas have been
proposed . . .
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Introduction Cold molecules
Cold Molecules: How?
Two main routes:
Cooling down hot molecules
Supersonic expansion
Buffer gas cooling
Zeeman / Stark deceleration
Forming molecules from cold atoms
Feshbach association
Photoassociation
“FOPA”, . . .
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Introduction Cold molecules
Cold Molecules: How? (II)
Stark deceleration of polar molecules
start with molecular beam (low v , J)
decelerate with time varying E field
Feshbach association of cold atoms
start from cold atoms: low ~p
only s-wave collisions: keep low J
produces high v / [→ STIRAP]
Photoassociation of cold atoms
start from cold atoms: low ~p
only s-wave collisions: keep low J
there are schemes to lower v ,
G. Meijer (Berlin)
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Introduction Optical lattices
What, why
Periodic potentials created by interfering lasers
Trap atoms or molecules by dipole force (∼ ∇~E)
I. Bloch
A well established technique:
pioneering work by Ashkin (1970s) on action of
laser beam on small particles
1st realization with cold atoms: Westbrook+ ’90
// Raithel+; Müller-Seydlitz+; Hamman+ ’97
ideal tool to realize quantum simulators
[Jaksch ’98, Greiner ’02]
molecule formation on a lattice also realized
Hamburg; Zürich; Innsbruck; MPQ; . . .
I. Bloch
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Introduction Optical lattices
How
Typical setup: counter-propagating laser beams
S. Trebst (UCSB)
Novel techniques:
holographic mask
M. Greiner (Harvard)
interference of diffracted
beams
C. Chin (Chicago)
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Cold molecules for QI?
DeMille’s proposal PRL 88, 067901 (2002)
-V 
+ V
S ta n d in g -w a v e  tr a p  la s e r  b e a m
S tro n g   
E -fie ld  
W e a k   
E -fie ld  E -fie ld  d u e  to  e a c h  
d ip o le  in f lu e n c e s  
its  n e ig h b o r s  
Setup: Polar molecules in opt. latt.
1-qubit ops: ~E gradient → different resonance frequencies
(allow site addressability)
2-qubit ops: dipole-dipole interaction
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Cold molecules for QI?
Atom-molecule hybrid platform Kuznetsova et al. PRA 81, 030301(R) (2010)
Setup: Opt. latt. with 2 atoms per site
87Rb → storage
7Li → “enabler”
States:
87Rb: |1, 1〉Rb ; |2, 2〉Rb
7Li: |2, 2〉Li: weak int. with |1, 1〉Rb
and |2, 2〉Rb;
|1, 1〉Li: weak int. with |2, 2〉Rb and
strong with |1, 1〉Rb via FR
Working principle:
Storage states (long coherence):
|0〉 = |1, 1〉Rb|2, 2〉Li &
|1〉 = |2, 2〉Rb|2, 2〉Li
Operational states (different int.):
|0′〉 = |1, 1〉Rb|1, 1〉Li &
|1′〉 = |2, 2〉Rb|1, 1〉Li
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Cold molecules for QI?
Polar molecules + SC resonators André et al., Nat. Phys. 2, 636 (2006)
CaBr molecules in ’EZ’ trap
superconducting stripline resonantors
|0〉, |1〉 → rotational states of CaBr
1-qubit ops. via µw radiation
2-qubit ops. via exchange of virtual
photons through stripline
voltages modify local resonance freq.
R. Côté, Nat. Phys. 2, 583 (2006)
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What we’re doing
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What we’re doing
Short term – Collisional phase shifts with moving lattices
We’re interested in
C. Chin (Chicago)
because
allows for dynamical modification of inter-well distance
can trap 2 different species X. Fernandez
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What we’re doing
Short term – Collisional phase shifts with moving lattices (II)
It’s an attractive setup to realize controlled collisions
Calarco’00: ϕ ∼ as
With moving lattices: ϕ ∼ C6/R6
0 d x0
-C6/R
6
m
a 
, ω
a
mb , ωb
Different C6’s for different atomic pairs & states: Li-Cs, K-Rb, Rb-Cs, . . .
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What we’re doing
Some raw results
ϕ(t) =
1
~
Z t
0
dt′∆E(t′)
E(t′) =
Z
d1d2V (1− 2)|Ψ(1, 2; t′)|2
Ψ(1, 2; t′)→ Ψ(R, r ; t′) = ψCM(R)ψrel (r ; t′)
ψrel (r ; t′) =

ψho(r ; d(t′)) r > r∗
ψGF (r ; d(t′)) r < r∗
V (r) =
 ∞ r > rhc
−C6/R6 r < rhc
0 d x0
-C6/R
6
m
a 
, ω
a
mb , ωb
rhc fixed by C6, as ; r∗ fixed by continuity of ψrel , ψ′rel
Li Cs qubit ϕ(T )
2S 6S |00〉 -3.4e-3
2S 6P |01〉 -2.5e-2
2P 6S |10〉 1.2e-2
2P 6P |11〉 -0.6 (with C5)
Comparison with case of a contact interaction. . . in progress!
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What we’re doing
Longer term – More exotic stuff on lattices
From molecule formation to Many-body entanglement
D→ FR→ D−1→ ??→
Feshbach molecule with size ∼ lattice spacing
FR→
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Summary
I hope to . . .
1 Have shown how cold molecules can be
cold qubits
2 Molecules on a lattice are interesting
and useful
3 Have results about phase shifts soon (!)
4 Answer some questions. . .
But before that. . .
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Thank you!
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PS
Nobody’s perfect...
300µK < T < 5mK
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Extra material
Some recent references (1/2)
Precision spectroscopy
Fundamental constants
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Extra material
Some recent references (2/2)
Quantum information
Coherent control
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Extra material
More on DeMille’s proposal...
-V 
+ V
S ta n d in g -w a v e  tr a p  la s e r  b e a m
S tro n g   
E -fie ld  
W e a k   
E -fie ld  E -fie ld  d u e  to  e a c h  
d ip o le  in f lu e n c e s  
its  n e ig h b o r s  
System = 1D array of molecules in E (x) field
Qubit = EDM of heteronuclear dimer (KCs, RbCS,...):
|0〉 = | ↑〉 |1〉 = | ↓〉
Qubit-qubit interactions: dipolar coupling (∼ NMR)
One-qubit operations: short pulses
Addressability by Stark effect
Two-qubit operations (CNOT): “long” pulses to resolve
splitting due to dipolar coupling
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Extra material
STIRAP reminder STIRAP = STImulated Raman Adiabatic Passage
1 We want to transfer population from |a〉 to |c〉 avoiding |b〉
2 Use lasers to couple |a〉-|b〉 and |b〉-|c〉:
H = −~
2
0@ 0 Ω1(t) 0Ω1(t) 2∆(t) Ω2(t)
0 Ω2(t) 0
1A
3 One cas show that |u〉 = cos θ(t)|a〉 − sin θ(t)|c〉,
with tan θ(t) = Ω1(t)/Ω2(t), is an eigenstate
4 Using the counterintuitive sequence in the figure, one can transfer all
population from |a〉 to |c〉
Kuklinski et al., PRA 40, 6741 (1989)
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Extra material
Problem with STIRAP
Starting from cold atoms, |a〉
corresponds to a collisional state
There are many such states: one
for each kinetic energy /
Situation may improve in an very
tight optical lattice
Shown to work starting from a
Feshbach associated dimer from
|a〉 ≡ |24 MHz @ 973 G〉 to
|c〉 ≡ |637 MHz @ 973 G〉
Winkler et al., PRL 98, 043201 (2007)
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